ABSTRACT
Memory consistency specifications (MCSs) are a difficult, yet critical, part of a concurrent programming framework. Existing MCS testing tools are not immediately accessible, and thus, have only been applied to a limited number of devices. However, in the post-Dennard scaling landscape, there has been an explosion of new architectures and frameworks. Studying the shared memory behaviors of these new platforms is important to understand their behavior and ensure conformance to framework specifications.

In this paper, we present GPUHarbor, a wide-scale GPU MCS testing tool with a web interface and an Android app. Using GPUHarbor, we deployed a testing campaign that checks conformance and characterizes weak behaviors. We advertised GPUHarbor on forums and social media, allowing us to collect testing data from 106 devices, spanning seven vendors. In terms of devices tested, this constitutes the largest study on weak memory behaviors by at least 25 times more weak behavior occurrence rates (e.g., AMD GPUs show 25.3x more weak behaviors on average than Intel). We conclude with a discussion of the impact our results have on software development for these performance-critical devices.
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• Software and its engineering → Empirical software validation; • Computing methodologies → Parallel programming languages; • Graphics processors.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The end of Dennard Scaling has brought about an explosion of multiprocessor architectures that improve application performance through large-scale parallelism. Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) exemplify this trend and are now integral components of many systems, from smartphones to large HPC supercomputers. While GPUs were previously primarily used for graphics applications, they now have applications in a variety of areas including machine learning [42] and particle simulations used in drug development [38]. GPUs are even being used for security and safety-critical applications such as encryption [37] and self-driving cars [13], making safety and correctness an increasing concern on these devices.

Because GPUs are produced by several vendors (NVIDIA, AMD, Intel, etc.) and evolve rapidly, many different devices are currently deployed. These devices vary both in their performance, as well as their functional behavior. To account for this, the community has developed portable GPU programming frameworks, such as Vulkan [22] and WebGPU [51], as unified abstractions to target these diverse devices.

Memory consistency specifications (MCSs), which define the semantics of shared memory operations, are an important part of these abstractions. While MCSs provide many guarantees, such as atomicity and coherence, they often allow an architecture to implement weak memory behaviors to improve efficiency [34]. For example, x86’s relaxed MCS [44] allows store buffering behaviors, in which a processor may buffer the stored values before flushing them to a shared memory location; as a result, another processor may observe the buffered store occurring out-of-order.
Because relaxed MCSs can be complex and nuanced, there is a history of platforms (compilers and architectures) containing MCS conformance bugs [1, 4, 25, 30, 31]. That is, the MCS provides a guarantee that the implementation does not honor. Due to the non-determinism of concurrency, MCS bugs may occur extremely rarely, or only when provoked, e.g., by side-channel stress [46]. Apart from conformance, a device’s weak behavior profile, i.e., the frequency at which allowed weak behaviors occur and how system stress influences this frequency, is also a useful metric. For example, this can be useful in developing conformance testing strategies [28] and enables developers to reason about tradeoffs between accuracy and performance in approximate computing that judiciously elides synchronization [35, 41, 43].

Unfortunately, previous GPU testing work had limited scope, testing only a small number of devices [25, 28], with the largest study testing eight devices [1]. These approaches did not scale due to the difficulty of portable GPU application development and deployment, e.g., while frameworks like OpenCL [21] are portable in theory, there are many difficulties in practice [47]. Consequently, little is known about the MCS conformance and weak behavior profiles at large. This is especially problematic as portable GPU frameworks depend upon many layers and environments (e.g., architectures, compilers, runtimes, operating systems, etc.); it is difficult to extrapolate insights from a small number of platforms tested in controlled environments to the diverse universe of deployed GPUs.

GPUHarbor. In this paper, we present a large-scale study of GPU MCS testing, which, to the best of our knowledge, tests 10x more devices than previous studies. Figure 1 summarizes our study, including the number of GPUs that we tested (106), broken down by two frameworks (WebGPU and Vulkan) and seven vendors (Intel, Apple, NVIDIA, AMD, Arm, Qualcomm, and Imagination). This scale is empowered by GPUHarbor, a new cross-platform GPU MCS testing tool suite. GPUHarbor includes two front-ends, a browser web app (using WebGPU) and an Android app (using Vulkan). We advertised our web app on campus forums and social media to obtain a significant number of WebGPU results. We test much fewer Vulkan devices as our Android app is not yet widely accessible on the Google Play Store, but in Sec. 7 we discuss how we will enable larger mobile studies on both Android and iOS.

GPUHarbor uses litmus tests, small concurrent programs that check for load/store reordering corresponding to weak memory behaviors. Current GPU MCS testing tools execute litmus tests many times in succession to check conformance and characterize devices [1, 25, 46]. However, these prior approaches have several shortcomings: (1) they are implemented in vendor-specific languages, e.g., CUDA; (2) they require expert users to build, configure, and execute tests on each device, e.g., as is the case for OpenCL; or (3) litmus tests were embedded in vendor-specific stress testing environments and thus, would not execute efficiently on other devices. This cumbersome litmus testing workflow made it infeasible to perform a large-scale study. In contrast, GPUHarbor defines litmus tests using a neutral configuration (written in JSON), which it compiles to a portable shading language (WGSL [50] or SPIR-V [20]). The resulting litmus testing application then tunes the testing stress automatically. The net result is a fully automated and easy-to-use tool for GPU MCS testing at large. Table 1 shows how many weak memory litmus test iterations were run and how many weak behaviors were observed in our study.

We perform the following two investigations on our data set: (1) we examine the results of MCS conformance tests and find two new bugs in mobile device GPUs from Arm and NVIDIA, and (2) we characterize weak memory behavior profiles, e.g., the rates at which allowed weak behaviors occur and how system stress influences this frequency, is also a useful metric. For example, this can be useful in developing conformance testing strategies [28] and enables developers to reason about tradeoffs between accuracy and performance in approximate computing that judiciously elides synchronization [35, 41, 43].

Contributions. In summary, our contributions are:

1. Tooling: We introduce GPUHarbor, a new cross-platform GPU MCS testing tool with accessible web and Android interfaces (Sec. 3).
2. GPU MCS Weak Behavior Characterization: We conduct a large GPU weak memory characterization and conformance testing study, collecting data from 106 GPUs (Sec. 4).
3. Conformance Testing and Analysis: (a) We discover two unreported bugs in Arm and NVIDIA devices (Sec. 5.1). (b) We analyze statistical similarities across GPUs and describe the impact on testing strategies and device fingerprinting (Sec. 5.2). (c) We discuss how weak behavior profiles impact the development and testing of synchronization algorithms on GPUs (Sec. 5.3).
4. Lessons Learned: We detail the lessons learned while designing and running this study, providing a guide to other researchers seeking to implement similar large experimental explorations (Sec. 6).

All of the data we collected as part of our study, and the tools used to do so, are available as part of our artifact [27]. In addition, GPUHarbor’s web interface is hosted by UC Santa Cruz and can be found at https://gpuharbor.ucsc.edu/webgpu-mem-testing/.

2 BACKGROUND

In this section we provide an overview of memory consistency specifications (Sec. 2.1), define the litmus tests we run and how they allow reasoning about relaxed memory models (Sec. 2.2), and introduce GPU programming concepts from the WebGPU and Vulkan GPU frameworks, including descriptions of their MCSs (Sec. 2.3).

2.1 Memory Consistency Specifications

Today, the memory consistency specifications for architectures, e.g., x86 [44], and languages, e.g., C++ [7], are formalized using mathematical logic. This formalism represents shared memory program executions as a set of memory operations, e.g., reads, writes, and read-modify-writes, and relations between these events,
e.g., happens-before (hb). Allowed executions constrain define constraints on some of these relations, e.g., hb is required to be acyclic.

The strongest MCS is sequential consistency (SC) [26], which states that concurrent program executions must correspond to a total hb order such that the order respects the per-thread program order, allowing events from multiple threads to be interleaved. In relaxed MCSs, the hb relation is a partial order, allowing various weak behaviors (i.e. executions that are not SC) if shared memory operations on multiple threads are not synchronized.

There is a large body of work focused on formalizing MCSs, including a model for Vulkan’s [19]. WebGPU generally follows the Vulkan MCS, with prior work [28] formalizing portions of its MCS necessary for reasoning about simple litmus tests. However, for this work it is not necessary to understand the full formalization of the WebGPU and Vulkan MCSs, so we describe the necessary subset of the specification briefly and informally. In addition, we follow prior work on MCS testing [25, 28] and consider only trivially data-race-free programs where all operations are atomic, as our intention is not to test the behavior of programs with undefined semantics (caused by data races).

Our Target MCS. Because Vulkan is one of several backends to WebGPU, the MCS for WebGPU is a subset of the MCS for Vulkan. In order to provide a unified study across both frameworks, we target only the WebGPU MCS, which we then map to its Vulkan counterpart. The WebGPU MCS provides very little inter-workgroup synchronization due to the diversity of backends it targets, with the weakest backend being Apple’s Metal [6], which provides only relaxed atomics operations. These operations, which come from the C++ memory model [7], compile to plain loads/stores at the architectural level, but at the language level provide few synchronization guarantees between threads.

The one inter-workgroup MCS property provided by WebGPU atomics is coherence, which states that memory accesses to a single location must respect sequential consistency; sometimes called SC-per-loc [4]. However, memory accesses to disjoint addresses are allowed to be reordered. Mapping these WebGPU atomics to Vulkan is straightforward; all WebGPU atomic accesses are simply mapped to SPIR-V atomic accesses with a relaxed memory order. While our testing campaign considers only relaxed memory accesses, Vulkan allows additional memory orders; specifically, acquire and release. While the precise semantics of these memory orders is complex, especially when combined with other relaxed atomics, we note that they are required to implement the required synchronization in many common concurrency constructs, such as a mutex. 1 The lock() method needs to execute an acquire atomic operation when the mutex is obtained and the unlock() method requires executing a release atomic operation. If a mutex is implemented without these memory orders, it is possible to violate mutual exclusion, as we show in Sec. 5.3.

2.2 Litmus Tests

Litmus tests are small concurrent programs that illustrate [45], compare [29, 48], and empirically test [1, 3, 25] MCSs. These tests contain a condition on the final state of local variables and memory
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1WebGPU does not provide inter-workgroup acquire and release memory orders, so it is not currently possible to implement a well-specified mutex in WebGPU.

values that checks for weak behaviors. For example, the program in Fig. 1a is known as the message passing (MP) litmus test, in which one thread writes to a memory location y (□) followed by a write to y (◆), while a second thread reads from y (◇) and then x (◇). As mentioned earlier, in this work, we assume that all of the memory operations in a litmus test are atomic, which in languages that follow the C11 style MCS [7] ensures that the semantics of shared memory operations are well-defined. Additionally, unless explicitly noted otherwise, we consider these atomic operations to have a relaxed memory order, which allows compilers and hardware to aggressively optimize their execution.

The condition underneath the test shows an outcome that only occurs in relaxed executions. In this case, the behavior corresponds to an execution where the read of y returns 1 but the read of x returns 0. While some relaxed MCSs do not allow this behavior, e.g., the x86 MCS [44], many other relaxed MCSs, especially ones for languages like C++ [7], do allow the behavior. As mentioned earlier, our target WebGPU MCS does not provide any guarantees outside of coherence, and thus the two memory accesses per thread (which target disjoint addresses) are allowed to be reordered. In cases where the weak behavior is allowed (both by the MCS and the implementation), the rate at which this behavior is observed on real systems is highly dependent on system stress. Early GPU application development work did not observe any weak behaviors, despite specifications allowing them [12]. However, later work added specialized system stress around the test execution and revealed many cases of surprising weak behaviors [1, 46].

Executing litmus tests on deployed systems can be used for two purposes, which we will illustrate using a litmus test L that can exhibit a weak behavior execution e, and an MCS S.

(1) Conformance testing: if e is disallowed in S then we can check implementations of S. That is, if a platform p claims to implement S, then we can execute L many times on p, checking for e. The observation of e would indicate a bug.

(2) Profiling weak behaviors: if e is allowed on S, and a platform p claims to implement S, then we can execute L many times on p to understand the extent to which that platform allows e. In some cases, p might not show e empirically, or
maybe e appears more frequently under a certain configuration of system stress. A collection of this type of data creates a weak memory profile for p.

Prior work [28] has utilized weak memory profiles in highly tuned conformance testing. In that work, it was shown that allowed MP executions could be used to tune system stress for disallowed behaviors in associated conformance tests. For example, the MP-CO litmus test, shown in Fig. 1b, is similar to MP, except that every memory access targets the same memory address and different values are stored (required to identify a weak behavior). Given that there is only one address used in MP-CO, the weak behavior in this test is disallowed under coherence, and thus in the WebGPU MCS. If certain system stress reveals weak behaviors in the allowed MP litmus test, then, in the case where a platform contains a bug, it is likely to reveal the buggy behavior in the MP-CO conformance test. In Sec. 3.1 we show the litmus tests used in our experimental campaign, and in Sec. 5.1 we illustrate the effectiveness of the approach of prior work [28] by describing two new bugs.

2.3 GPU Programming

This study targets two cross-platform GPU frameworks, Vulkan and WebGPU. Vulkan is a modern graphics and compute API that can be run on many Linux, Android, and Windows devices, and can target Apple devices through the MoltenVK [23] portability layer. WebGPU is designed to run in browser environments and is compiled to different backends depending on the operating system of the device (Direct3D [33] on Windows, Vulkan on Linux/Android, and Metal [6] on Apple devices).

Both Vulkan and WebGPU define their own programming languages, called SPIR-V and WGSL respectively. Programs written in these languages are called shaders and run on the GPU, while the APIs used to allocate memory on the GPU and dispatch shaders are written in the language of the host device, commonly C++ for Vulkan and JavaScript for WebGPU. In this work, we discuss the complexities of writing tools that must be implemented in different languages and how future development (Sec. 7) could ease the difficulty of cross-platform GPU MCS testing.

**GPU Execution Model.** GPUs run thousands of concurrent threads (invocations in Vulkan and WebGPU) organized hierarchically and executed in a single-instruction, multiple-thread (SIMT) format. To support this execution model, in WGSL and SPIR-V threads are partitioned into discrete workgroups, with built-in identifiers used to query a thread’s workgroup id. Workgroups are limited in size (e.g. 1024 in CUDA, with limits varying depending on the device in WGSL/SPIR-V) and have access to an efficient shared memory region. A group of threads organized into workgroups and running on the device is called a grid, with the number of threads per workgroup and the number of workgroups specified at dispatch time. All threads in the same dispatch have access to a global memory region.

While our target MCS was discussed in the previous section, we note that GPU atomic operations can be annotated with a memory scope. Two common scopes in Vulkan and WebGPU are workgroup, which specifies that synchronization occurs only between threads in the same workgroup, and device, which specifies that synchronization occurs across all threads executing on the device. Threads within workgroups generally have access to efficient primitive barrier operations, e.g., workgroupBarrier in WebGPU. However, highly optimized implementations of important parallel routines (e.g. inter-workgroup prefix scans [32]) rely on fine-grained inter-workgroup communication. Thus, like prior work [25, 28], we see a more imminent need for testing MCS properties at the inter-workgroup level; which we keep as our sole scope for this work. Similarly, GPU programs have several different memory types, e.g. whether it is shared-workgroup memory or device-wide memory. Given that we consider only inter-workgroup interactions, we only consider device-wide memory.

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Building on approaches in prior work [28], we discuss our testing campaign (Sec. 3.1) and the development of our MCS testing tools that are easily accessible on a wide range of devices, summarized in Fig. 2. We overview each stage of the tooling, starting with litmus test generation (Sec. 3.2), moving on to the design of GPUHarbor’s web interface and Android app (Sec. 3.3). We end the section by describing our data collection process (Sec. 3.4).

3.1 Litmus Test Selection

The tests we utilize in our study build off of the MCS mutation testing strategy used in [28]. We use 32 mutants, out of which 24
are litmus tests with weak behaviors allowed by the WebGPU MCS. The mutants are used to find effective system stress to then run the conformance tests. Our results analysis focuses on characterizing the rates of weak behaviors of six of the mutants, one of which is MP (Fig. 1a), with the other five shown in Fig. 3. These tests enumerate all the combinations of four instructions on two threads that can lead to weak behaviors. Thus, they capture testing for all pair-wise memory reorderings. For example, the SB test checks for store-load reorderings, while the LB test checks for load-store reorderings. Additionally, these tests capture synchronization patterns used in common concurrency algorithms like a compare-and-swap spinlock. Because of this, prior work has also focused on these tests and has shown their utility in finding bugs in both applications and MCS implementations.

Once the mutants are run, we use the weak behavior profile of a device to determine an effective system stress configuration to run conformance tests under. We utilize the 20 conformance tests from [28]. As a concrete illustration using one mutant and conformance test, we would run the MP test under many different system stress configurations to build a weak behavior profile. We then use the most effective configuration at revealing MP weak behaviors to run a closely related conformance test, e.g., MP-CO (Fig. 1b). This approach was shown to be effective at finding bugs in prior work [28] and we further show its effectiveness by discovering two new bugs: a violation of MP-CO on Arm devices and a violation of MP-CO on an NVIDIA device (see Sec. 5.1).

### 3.2 Litmus Test Generation

We now discuss our tooling that generates and runs our testing and characterization campaign. Litmus test behaviors are non-deterministic and sensitive to system stress. Due to this, the shaders that run the litmus tests contain not only the actual litmus test instructions, like those in Fig. 3, but take in a number of parameters and provide functions that are used to construct system stress.

To provide a standardized interface for defining litmus tests in different GPU languages, we built a tool, Litmus Generator (LitGen, in Fig. 2), which is similar to previous litmus testing tools [3] but is specifically targeted to create GPU programs with system stress, as was shown is necessary for testing GPU MCSs [1, 25, 28]. LitGen takes litmus tests that are written in an abstract format, currently JSON, that specify the actions of the test (e.g. loads and stores) and the possible behaviors of the test, with a special designation being given to weak behaviors. The tests used in this work were all manually specified, as they are relatively small, but LitGen could be integrated with other tools that use formal models to generate litmus tests, e.g., [2, 48], which would provide more automation and account for more complicated tests and MCSs. LitGen outputs a test shader, which runs the test alongside system stress developed in prior work [25, 28], and a result shader, which aggregates the observed behaviors of the test.

The result shader is generated separately from the test shader for several reasons:

1. Some tests, like 2+2W (Fig. 3e), examine memory locations for weak behaviors after all threads have finished executing the test. To avoid relying on synchronization features (some of which we are trying to test), we instead pass the test memory buffer into a new result aggregation shader, which executes after the test shader.
2. LitGen implements parallel testing, described in [28], which runs thousands of instances of each litmus test concurrently. Thus, it is natural to leverage the inherent parallelism of the GPU to also aggregate the many results, which otherwise may be time-consuming to do on the CPU, especially since it requires copying memory from the GPU to the CPU.

Currently, two backends exist for LitGen. The tool outputs WGSL shaders directly, as WGSL is a text-based language. SPIR-V, on the other hand, is a low-level representation similar to LLVM, increasing its flexibility but making code generation more complex. Therefore, for Vulkan backends LitGen first outputs OpenCL, a compute-focused GPU language, which is similar in syntax to C++. Then, it utilizes Clspv [15] (2), a prototype compiler from OpenCL to SPIR-V, to generate the shader used in the Android app.

As WebGPU is primarily browser-based while Vulkan runs on native devices, we currently maintain litmus testing driver programs
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**Figure 3:** These litmus tests, along with MP from Fig. 1a, represent six classic weak behaviors allowed by relaxed MCSs. S and L signify a relaxed atomic store and load, respectively.
that control system stress. When tuning and conforming, a set of tests are chosen to run with multiple random system stress configurations, searching for configurations that maximize the rate of weak behaviors and uncover bugs in MCS implementations. While this study includes the largest collection of data on mobile GPU MCS behaviors, in Sec. 7 we discuss future work that could increase the reach of mobile GPU MCS testing even further.

Exploring. Figure 4 shows a screenshot of GPUHarbor’s web interface explore page for the MP litmus test after the test has been run with relatively high systems stress on a MacBook Pro with an integrated Intel Iris GPU. The top of the page includes a description of the test and pseudocode showing the test instructions. The right-hand side includes an editable list of the parameters that define system stress, along with several presets. When the test is running, the histogram updates in real-time with the number of times each behavior is observed. The progress bar gives an estimate of how much longer is left to run, based on the speed of previous iterations.

The green bars correspond to sequential behaviors, where one thread runs entirely before the other. The blue bar corresponds to interleaved behaviors, where actions from each thread are interleaved (e.g., leading to the behavior `r0 == 0 && r1 == 1` in the MP litmus test). The red bar corresponds to weak behaviors; in this run, three MP weak behaviors were observed out of over 13 million test instances, so the histogram shows behaviors (using a log scale, as weak behaviors are relatively rare).

Tuning and Conforming. Both the web interface and the Android app can be used to tune system stress, as in [28]. When tuning, a set of tests can be selected, with presets available for weak memory tests (e.g., those in Fig. 3) and conformance tests, e.g., to test coherence. Testing options like the number of configurations, the maximum number of workgroups, and other parameter overrides can be modified to run different experiments and check specific tests without redeploying any code.

To collect data from volunteer users across a diverse set of devices, we strive to minimize the options users have to configure. This reduces the chances of errors and provides us with a standardized dataset to analyze. The web interface’s tuning page, therefore, includes a tab that exposes no configuration options, but instead shows only a few buttons: one button that starts a combined tuning/conformance run with default parameters; and another button that pulls up a submission form, which submits the results along with some (optional) contact information. Our results are all anonymized; contact details were only collected if users wanted to be informed about the outcome of the study. Before submitting, users agreed that their anonymized results could be aggregated, reported on, and released as part of this study.

3.4 Data Collection
To submit test data, the web interface communicates with a backend service that exposes an API for submitting results and inserting them into an SQLite database (in Fig. 2). The data is then analyzed using Python scripts. The Android app is not yet available on the app store nor is it integrated with the SQLite backend, so results are manually copied off of the device for analysis. In Sec. 7 we
discuss how we can reduce the friction for submitting mobile app results, and thus, increase the reach of future studies. Nevertheless, our study of eight devices is the largest testing campaign of mobile GPU MCS behaviors of which we are aware.

While system stress configurations are generated randomly, we would like to ensure that the configurations run on different devices are the same for data analysis purposes. That is, if different GPUs are tested with the same stress configurations, we can compare how the different devices behaved under the same stress. We ensure this by integrating a seedable Park-Miller random number generator [39] into both the web interface and the Android app and using the same seed when running all of our tuning experiments.

By default, browsers only expose limited information about the user’s GPU without turning on vendor-specific development flags due to privacy and security concerns around fingerprinting [52]. In order to have as much information as possible about our data, we included instructions asking users to temporarily enable flags so we could collect detailed GPU information. Of the 98 results we collected, 67 included the exact GPU tested. The other 31 results did not specify the exact GPU, but included only the vendor and a string describing the GPU architecture, such as “intel gen-9” or “nvidia ampere”. All Apple devices reported an architecture of “common-3”, making it impossible to immediately distinguish M1’s vs M2’s. However, we show in Sec. 5.2 that our data can be used to infer device information, hindering the ability of browsers to hide the specifics of a user’s GPU.

4 INITIAL RESULTS: WEAK BEHAVIOR CHARACTERIZATION

To collect data from as many sources as possible, we disseminated the link to GPUHarbor’s web interface to the general public, utilizing campus forums and social media, and ran the Android app on eight devices that we could physically access. As shown in Tab. 1, we collected data from millions of tests; each test used a randomly generated system stress configuration (we used 50 configurations on the web interface and 150 on the Android app). In each configuration, tests were run millions of times based on a randomly generated number of workgroups and threads per workgroup.

To ensure data integrity, we implemented a checksum algorithm that verified we saw the expected number of overall behaviors based on the system stress configuration. The testing duration was also recorded, however, we ran into one issue here. Some computers went to sleep in the middle of the tests, suspending the browser’s process and leading to extremely long recorded test times. To overcome this, we recorded testing time on a per test/configuration basis; we then filtered the results so as to not include any test/configuration durations over one minute. We note that each individual test runs quickly (e.g. in less than 5 seconds), thus, runs that were over one minute were most likely when the computer went to sleep. To approximate the length of the test that was suspended, we used a neighboring test’s time.

One consideration for collecting data from the wider public is that we cannot afford to run tests for hours at a time. Previous work targeted only a few devices, running tests on one device for a minimum of 36 hours [25] or 2 hours [28]. However, asking volunteer users to leave their browsers and computer open for that long is impractical and would certainly decrease the number of submissions. Therefore, we heuristically chose the number of test environments and iterations per environment, aiming for the tests to finish in 10-20 minutes.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of testing time on our web interface, broken down by vendor. The results show that NVIDIA devices were the fastest on average, mostly running all tests in under 15 minutes. On the other hand, Intel devices ran slower, with two older Intel GPUs taking over an hour and a half to complete.

In the rest of this section, we analyze our WebGPU and Vulkan data to characterize the rates at which weak behaviors occur on devices from different vendors. These initial results motivate three research questions, which are explored in depth in Sec. 5:

1. Do MCS bugs exist in the wild, especially in GPUs which are relatively untested (Sec. 5.1)?
2. Can our characterization data be used to identify similarities between GPUs (Sec. 5.2)? If so, then our data can be used to develop new testing strategies or to expose potential new browser fingerprinting vulnerabilities.
3. How can a weak behavior characterization study be used in programming guides for implementing synchronization constructs, e.g. mutexes (Sec. 5.3)?

![Figure 5: Histogram showing the time spent testing WebGPU’s MCS on each device using GPUHarbor’s web interface. Each bin is broken down by vendor.](image)

![Figure 6: Data showing the average rate of weak behaviors across vendors when running litmus tests using WebGPU.](image)
4.1 Weak Behaviors in WebGPU

Figure 6 shows the average rates of observed weak behaviors for the six litmus tests of Fig. 3 (plus MP) in the test environment that maximizes the rate on each device broken down by test and vendor. As described in Fig. 1, we have data from at least 15 devices from each vendor. The overall testing time across all 98 devices was 31.1 hours, an average of 19 minutes per device.

Devices from all vendors showed weak behaviors on each litmus test. In all but two cases, observing weak behaviors was all or nothing: if a device revealed weak behaviors on one litmus test, it revealed weak behaviors on all of them. In contrast, on a device implementing x86’s TSO MCS, we would expect to only see store buffering behaviors. However, unlike x86, GPU devices do not provide low-level details, such as the hardware-level MCS, thus it was not clear what types of weak behaviors we would observe. These results show that many GPUs implement very relaxed memory models, in contrast to stronger CPU architectures like x86 TSO.

Intel devices tended to have the lowest rate of weak behaviors, with just over half of them (15/26) revealing weak behaviors on each test. The median rate of weak behaviors on Intel devices was even lower than their average, around 0.02% for each test. No Intel device showed a rate of weak behaviors above 1% on any test.

NVIDIA devices revealed weak behaviors at a relatively low rate. Our results include results from NVIDIA’s Kepler (2012), Maxwell (2014), Pascal (2016), Turing (2018), and Ampere (2020) architectures, with a majority being the more recent Ampere. Older devices generally showed fewer weak behaviors, with the minimum on each of the six tests being Kepler and Maxwell devices. However, one outlier is that the maximum rate of SB behaviors (7.73%) was seen on a Kepler device. Interestingly, that device was also the only device not to observe any weak behaviors on S, LB, and 2+2W. The only other device not to reveal weak behaviors on a test was a Quadro K620 with a Maxwell architecture, on MP, R, and SB.

Apple devices were consistently weak, revealing weak behaviors on every device and test, generally at a higher rate on all tests than NVIDIA devices but with less variation than AMD devices. Apple GPUs have only been recently built into non-mobile devices, so these results represent the first comprehensive evaluation of the weak behaviors on Apple GPUs. We don’t have the specific name of every Apple device, but we were able to collect enough information to show we had results from Apple M1 (basic, Pro, Max) and Apple M2 (basic, Pro) devices.

AMD devices were also very weak, with 100% of devices showing weak behaviors on every test. The clear highest average rate occurs on the SB litmus test on AMD GPUs. Most of the AMD devices show a high rate of weak behaviors on SB, approaching 10% and higher, but devices with AMD’s Graphics Core Next 5 micro-architecture all showed rates under 1%. This means that even from a single vendor, the behaviors of different architectures can vary widely and past results from one vendor cannot be counted on to predict future behaviors.

4.2 Weak Behaviors in Vulkan

The data in Tab. 2 shows the percentage of weak behaviors in the test environment that maximizes the rate at which they occur for our Android devices. In contrast to our web GPUs, in the mobile setting, weak behaviors were observed in every test on only one device, the NVIDIA Tegra X1, but the rates on this device were very low, beneath 0.1%. The most difficult test to observe in general was R, which checks whether a store is reordered with a following load on one thread. We did not observe any weak behaviors on the Imagination GPU; because testing is fundamentally incomplete, this could mean that the device implements a strong MCS, or that our testing approach was not effective. Interestingly, ARM only showed weak behaviors in the MP test.

We observe that, in general, the rates of weak behaviors increase as devices become more powerful. This is especially apparent from the four Qualcomm devices we test, as the rate of weak behaviors increases from 0% on the Adreno 610 (which has 96 shading units, analogous to NVIDIA’s CUDA cores) up to a maximum of 14.37% in SB on the Adreno 660 (with 512 shading units). One intuitive explanation for this might be that smaller GPUs lack the ability to schedule as many threads at once, naturally reducing the rates of weak behaviors despite architectures that might allow them. We see a similar trend on the Arm GPUs, where the smaller Mali-G71 (32 shading units) showed a lower rate of weak behaviors than the larger Mali-G78 (384 shading units).

5 INSIGHTS AND IMPACTS

We now set out to answer the three questions posed in Sec. 4 using our data and characterization of weak behavior rates.

5.1 MCS Bugs

Our conformance testing campaigns discovered bugs on several vendors’ devices when running under the Vulkan and WebGPU frameworks.

(1) ARM: We observed coherency violations of the MP-CO litmus test when using the Vulkan framework on two Arm GPUs, a Mali-G71 and a Mali-G78. These bugs were reported to and confirmed by Arm, leading to a compiler fix to insert a missing memory fence. Arm has also added regression tests based on the pattern of the violation we reported.

(2) NVIDIA: We also observed violations of the MP-CO test when run using the Vulkan framework on an NVIDIA Tegra X1. Additionally, our WebGPU conformance test results revealed violations of a different coherence test, RR, on an NVIDIA Quadro P620 running on a Linux desktop (therefore using Vulkan as the native framework). The combined

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vendor</th>
<th>Device</th>
<th>MP</th>
<th>LB</th>
<th>SB</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>2+2W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Qualcomm</td>
<td>Adreno 610</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adreno 440</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1.45%</td>
<td>1.65%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adreno 440L</td>
<td>0.04%</td>
<td>2.75%</td>
<td>5.81%</td>
<td>3.81%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>6.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adreno 660</td>
<td>0.12%</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
<td>14.37%</td>
<td>5.49%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm</td>
<td>Mali-G71</td>
<td>0.04%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mali-G78</td>
<td>1.56%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imagination</td>
<td>PowerVR GE8320</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NVIDIA</td>
<td>Tegra X1</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
<td>0.05%</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
<td>0.05%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Each row shows the cosine similarity statistics between all pairs of devices from that vendor. The last row shows the similarity statistics across all pairs of devices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vendor</th>
<th>Avg</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intel</td>
<td>0.870</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>0.683</td>
<td>0.985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple</td>
<td>0.903</td>
<td>0.913</td>
<td>0.699</td>
<td>0.993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NVIDIA</td>
<td>0.903</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td>0.670</td>
<td>0.996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMD</td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td>0.927</td>
<td>0.661</td>
<td>0.989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>0.840</td>
<td>0.862</td>
<td>0.477</td>
<td>0.996</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sequential behaviors gives the data a degree of freedom, which is necessary for calculating a valid similarity measure.

For our similarity metric, we choose cosine similarity, which measures the cosine of the angle between two vectors and ranges from -1 to 1. We chose cosine similarity because it is a relative metric, not an absolute like Euclidean distance, meaning that devices that show different absolute rates of behaviors, but at similar relativity, are classified as more closely related.

Device Identification. Table 3 shows a summary of the similarity between devices in our study. All similarities are positive, with the minimum being 0.477 between an Intel and AMD device. This is not surprising, since effective system stress is likely to reveal weak behaviors on many devices. However, the average and median similarities between devices from each vendor are higher than the overall average and median, showing that in general devices from the same vendor tend to have more similar MCS behaviors.

For Apple and NVIDIA, we confirmed that the maximum similarity occurs between identical GPUs: two Apple M1 Max’s and two NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3080s. For AMD, we observe a maximum similarity of 0.989 between two devices, one of which is a Radeon Pro 5500M (A) while the other device (B) did not report a model and instead only indicated that it was from the same architectural generation as A. However, we observed a high similarity (0.985) between A and another Radeon Pro 5500M (C), as well as a similarity of 0.984 between B and C, so it seems likely that A, B, and C are all the same device. We do a similar analysis with Intel to determine that an unknown device is most likely an Intel Iris Xe Graphics. While we are most interested in using this data to help choose conformance test strategies, as shown next, we also note that GPU MCS behavior data like this exposes a fingerprinting vulnerability, despite the specification trying to hide specific device information for security reasons.

Clustering Based Testing Strategies. K-means clustering attempts to minimize the distortion, or the sum of squared distances between vectors and a centroid. Applying k-means clustering to GPU MCS behavior has implications for testing strategies; when developing cross-platform GPU applications that rely on shared memory operations, testing these applications on a number of devices can increase confidence in the correctness of the implementation. A naive strategy might be to choose one device from each major vendor, but our results show that this is not necessarily an optimal strategy.

Table 4 shows the result of running k-means with six clusters on the similarity data from Tab. 3. The “elbow-method” heuristic
showed that the rate of decrease in distortion leveled off at 6 clusters on our data. The clustering data shows that devices from the same vendor are generally placed into the same cluster, but there are outliers in each case. The only NVIDIA Kepler device in our study was dissimilar enough from other devices that it was placed in its own cluster. Kepler is also the oldest NVIDIA architecture in our study, showing that special testing attention might be needed when supporting older devices in cross-platform GPU frameworks.

When selecting which devices to test a shared memory GPU application on, the strategy should be to first choose a number of clusters based on the rate of decrease in distortion, and then select at least one device from each cluster. Using our data, this might mean selecting an AMD device from A, Apple devices from clusters B and D, NVIDIA devices from clusters C and F (the only device in that cluster), and an Intel device from cluster E. Despite choosing more Apple and NVIDIA devices than AMD and Intel, the similarity data ensures the tests maximally cover devices with different behavior profiles.

### 5.3 Implementing Synchronization Algorithms

We now discuss a use case of how the diversity of weak memory profiles across these different GPUs can impact software development. Locking algorithms are implemented using atomic operations to synchronize access to critical sections. Implementation of locks depends on careful placement of memory fences to avoid compilers and hardware from reordering memory accesses, which can cause critical section failures. In this section, we implemented three common spin-locks: test-and-set (TAS), test-and-test-and-set (TTAS), and compare-and-swap (CAS). Each of these locks specifically needs to disallow MP behaviors using acquire/release memory fences. However, our results in Sec. 4 show that on some mobile devices MP weak behaviors never occur, meaning that if the locks are tested on these devices, they may run correctly despite being incorrectly implemented (according to the specification).

To investigate this, we tested our three locks on two Android devices, an Arm Mali-G78 and a Qualcomm Adreno 610. The locks were implemented both with and without appropriate acquire/release memory fences. In these tests, threads from different workgroups acquire the lock 10k times and increment a non-atomic memory location in the critical section. We ran this test for 1k iterations and recorded the number of critical section violations we observed for each device and each lock.

On the Arm Mali-G78, a larger GPU which exhibits a relatively high rate of MP behaviors, we observed critical section failures in unfenced versions of all three locks; in every failure case except one the value was 189,999 instead of 190,000, meaning that just one of the increments was not reflected. In the remaining failure case, the value was 189,998. On the Qualcomm Adreno 610, which exhibited no MP behaviors in our study, we saw no failures. Both devices exhibited no failures when locks were run with correct fences.

Therefore, when writing applications that require synchronization, care must be taken to ensure the application is tested on devices where incorrect implementations will lead to failures, highlighting the importance of collecting and characterizing MCS behavior data.

### 6 LESSONS LEARNED

In this section we discuss important lessons learned while developing and running our study.

**Ease of Use.** Technical studies of low-level details like memory consistency specifications [3, 25, 46] have been run by expert practitioners and involve installing special software (e.g. OpenCL/CUDA drivers) and running experiments from command line interfaces. However, experiments that solicit non-technical users require accessible and frictionless interfaces in order to collect many results. For example, we initially had users download their results and email them to us directly, but found that many users would not take this seemingly small step. Thus, we implemented a way to submit results by simply clicking a button. This required substantial engineering effort, both to set up a client/server infrastructure and to distribute the tools in a non-technical way (e.g. through web browsers/app stores). Once implemented this workflow also had the benefit of making our experiments standardized; instead of relying on users to configure their system and choose the right options, all of this was baked in so that users only had to click a few buttons to run and submit results.

**Testing Time.** Previous studies ran tests for hours or days, but it is unrealistic for volunteer users to run experiments that long on their devices. Therefore, we explored the trade-off space between experiment time and behavior coverage. Through trial and error, we determined parameters that allowed us to collect high-quality, standardized data in a short time frame, utilizing testing techniques from prior work that increased testing speed and provided statistical measures of reproducibility [28].

**Enabling New Research Questions.** Important research questions on memory consistency, including the three from Sec. 4, require performing a large-scale study. For example, previous studies [25] have attempted to create portable testing strategies, but could only provide limited guidance on choosing representative sets of devices to test on due to the small number of devices in their evaluation. On the other hand, our data shows that GPUs from different vendors can behave similarly under stress, and thus portability may not be vendor-specific. Therefore, increasing the scale of evaluation through faster and more accessible testing should be an important factor when developing new testing strategies for a diverse (and ever growing) set of devices.
Extensibility. When we first designed our LitGen tool, it only generated SPIR-V shaders. However, as we started focusing on testing WebGPU’s MCS, LitGen’s neutral configuration language (JSON) allowed us to easily write a backend generator for WebGL shaders. Ensuring our tools are extensible means that they might also be useful for researchers testing other areas of GPU specifications, e.g., floating point operation accuracy. In the same vein, our initial app only targets Android devices running Vulkan, but as we seek to expand the scope of our testing, we plan on developing an app that will work on both Android and iOS devices.

7 FUTURE WORK

This work has spent significant engineering effort enabling the testing of many different GPUs. However, given the difficulty of cross-platform GPU programming, we were still unable to test mobile Apple GPUs, which appear in some of the most widely used mobile devices. Additionally, our web interface and Android app contain distinct user interfaces and GPU setup code, causing duplicate efforts and maintenance. In this section, we outline a path forward, with Flutter as a fitting match for these goals.

Flutter [17] is an open-source software development kit developed by Google that provides deployment options to desktop platforms (such as Windows, macOS, and Linux), mobile platforms (Android, iOS), and even web deployment from a single frontend codebase. With a unified codebase for the MCS testing front end, development work can be focused on designing backend implementations specific to those platforms. Underlying Flutter is Dart [16], a language also developed by Google for cross-platform app development. For each supported platform, Flutter provides an interface to backend code native to the specific platform. On the Android end, GPU access is provided through Dart’s foreign function interface (FFI) library to load a dynamically linked C library, compiled against the version of Vulkan provided by Android’s Native Development Kit (NDK) [14]. The Dart FFI library can be used similarly on all supported platforms except for the web, for which GPU access will involve calls to JavaScript code utilizing WebGPU.

Vulkan, while well-supported on Windows, Linux, and Android devices, is not officially supported by macOS and iOS clients. For these platforms, there are two possible options. For a more native-friendly option, Vulkan backend code could be instead rewritten to depend on Apple’s Metal [6] API, with SPIR-V shaders transpiled to the Metal Shading Language (MSL) using SPIR-V-Cross [24], a tool developed by Khronos Group. However, to reduce development time and duplicate code across multiple platforms, Vulkan backend code can be passed through MoltenVK [25], a Khronos Group implementation of a large subset of Vulkan 1.2 on top of Metal. This provides a portability layer with which to run Vulkan applications on iOS and macOS platforms.

We also plan on integrating our new tools with the current server backend, allowing us to collect data from devices we do not have physical access to using a simple API interface. With a single source for interface design, GPU setup, and data collection, it is expected that future work will be able to deploy MCS testing at a wider scale and collect results from GPU hardware previously inaccessible in related work.

8 RELATED WORK

Testing MCSs. Work on testing MCS dates back to tools like ARCHTEST [49] and TSOTool [18], which each generated test programs containing sequences of loads and stores and then looked for violations of sequential consistency. With the introduction of formal MCSs, researchers developed tools like LITMUS [3], which runs litmus tests generated from formal models directly on ISAs (namely x86, Power, and Arm) and includes stress parameters that make weak behaviors more likely.

Techniques for CPU MCS testing have been extended to GPUs [1, 25]. Weak behaviors on GPUs are notoriously difficult to reveal, leading to work that statistically analyzed tuning techniques and reproducibility of results when running litmus tests on GPUs [25]. To better evaluate the efficacy of test environments and provide confidence in MCS implementations, [28] introduced a methodology based on black-box mutation testing [8], finding bugs in several WebGPU MCS implementations.

Previous studies have been limited in the number of devices they were able to test. In contrast, this study introduces tooling that allows us to conduct the largest ever GPU MCS testing campaign, running tests across 2 frameworks, 7 vendors, and 106 devices.

Testing at Scale. Other studies have tested large numbers of devices, searching for bugs in compilers and hardware. In [11], 17 GPU and driver combinations were tested for compiler bugs. Our approach, distributing the GPU MCS testing experiment using a web interface, is a form of volunteer computing, where the general public volunteers their computing resources for research studies. Volunteer computing has been used for many compute-intensive tasks, including searching for extraterrestrial life [5], training neural networks [10], sequencing genomes [40], and climate modeling [9].

9 CONCLUSION

We introduce GPUHarbor, a tool suite with a web interface and Android app for accessible cross-platform GPU MCS testing. We utilize GPUHarbor to perform a large-scale study on weak behaviors in 106 GPUs from seven vendors and find two bugs in GPUs running on mobile devices. Our results show the importance of scaling previous MCS testing strategies in order to characterize the behavior of different devices, perform conformance testing, and design application testing strategies.
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